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ABSTRACT
The new technique for image retrieval using the color features extracted from images based on LogHistogram is proposed. The proposed technique is compared with Global color histogram and histogram of
corners .It has been observed that number of histogram bins used for retrieval comparison of proposed
technique (Log Histogram)is less as compared to Global Color Histogram and Histogram of corners. The
experimental results on a database of 792 images with 11 classes indicate that proposed method (LogHistogram) significantly improves Precision/Recall and Complexity of proposed method is less as
compared to Global Color Histogram (GCH) and Histogram of Corners (HOC).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) retrieves the similar images from the large image
database based on visual features such as color, texture and shape. The Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) system includes two steps. The first step of CBIR is feature extraction. Set of
features extracted from image is called as image signature. Size of image signature is less as
compared to original image. Second step of CBIR is similarity measurement. Similarity
measurement is used to compare the features of query image with features of images in the
database so that top relevant images can be retrieved from the image database [1], [3].
Color is one of the most important image descriptor used in CBIR. Human beings can identify
thousands of color shades and intensities as opposed to a few shades of grey. RGB model is a
widely used color model. It is composed of three color components red, green and blue. Apart
from the RGB color model, there are various other color models that one comes across in
literature are NTSC, YCbCr, CMY and HSV. In image retrieval, a color histogram is the most
commonly used color feature representation [6].
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Texture analysis is one of the most difficult problems in the area of computer vision. Features
based on textures can be useful in distinguishing between objects. The two main types used in
computer vision to describe the texture of a region are structural and statistical. Structural
methods include morphological operator and adjacency graph. Statistical methods include
wavelet transform [6].
Shape next to color and texture is considered as important visual feature in describing the objects
in images. The two main types used in computer vision to describe the shape of a region are
boundary-based descriptor and region-based descriptor. Boundary Based shape descriptor
describes the external characteristics of the region. Boundary based shape descriptors include
area, perimeter, eccentricity and orientation. Region Based shape descriptor describes the internal
characteristics of the region. Region based shape descriptor include statistical moments [2], [4],
[5].

2. GLOBAL COLOR HISTOGRAM (GCH)
Histogram of images provides a global description of the appearance of an image. The
information obtained from histograms is enormous. Just by looking at the histogram of the image,
a great deal of information can be obtained. The main advantage of the histogram is that it can be
determined very quickly and it is invariant to rotation [10].
Steps to extract features from a color image by using Global Color Histogram (GCH) are as
follows:
1.

This method first resizes the image to 128 ×128.

2.

Compute the histogram of query image as well as images in the database. Figure 2
shows the histogram of the image shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Figure 2
3.

Then we use the Histogram Distance (HD) to compute the similarity measure between
query image and images from the database.

Where HD (q, t) is the distance between query image q and images in the database t. h q and ht are
the color histograms of query and the database images respectively and M is the number of bins
of histogram. In this particular experiment, the comparison of query image with images in the
database is done on 251 bins (Bin No. 50 to Bin No.300) of histogram.

3. HISTOGRAM OF CORNERS (HOC)
The Harris detector is widely used in object detection and image retrieval system. The number of
the corners detected in an image depends on the size and structure of the image [8], [9], [11].
Steps to extract features from a color image by using Histogram of Corners (HOC) are as follows:
1. This method first resizes the image to 128 ×128.
2. Compute horizontal and vertical gradient (Ix and Iy) by using prewitt operator.
3. Compute the products of gradients at each pixel

4. Convolve Gaussian Low Pass Filter with the products of gradients to get the resultant images
( Sx2, Sy2 and Sxy )
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5. Define at each pixel (x,y) the matrix

6. Compute the response of the detector at each pixel

7. Corner points of an image can be detected by Comparing R with the threshold value. The
Figure 3 shows detected corner points of an image (Figure 1).

Figure 3
8. Compute the histogram around the 16 ×16 pixel region of corners. Then we use the Histogram
Distance (Equation No.1) to compute the similarity measure between query image and images
from the database. The comparison of query image with images in the database is done on 251
bins (Bin No. 50 to Bin No.300) of histogram. Figure 4 shows the histogram of the image shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 4
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4. Log-Histogram (LH)
The disadvantage of Global Color Histogram (GCH) and Histogram of Corners (HOC) is that
large number of bins of histogram (251) is used for comparison. In order to reduce the complexity
in searching large image database, the original image is compressed by using a log operator and
then histogram of the compressed image is computed. The resulting technique is very efficient in
that it uses histogram of only 10 bins of each component for comparison.
Steps to extract features from a color image by using Log-Histogram (LH) are as follows:
1

This method first resizes the image to 128 ×128 and divides the image into R, G and B
components. Then apply log operator on each component of the image.

2

Compute the histogram of log components of query image as well as images in the
database.

3

Then Histogram Distance (HD) is used to compute the similarity measure between query
image and images from the database.

whereas HD (q, t) (Eq. No.1) is the distance between query image q and images in the database t.
hq and ht are the histograms of log-R component of query and the database images respectively
and M is the number of bins of histogram (10 bins for each component). Similarly compute
Histogram Distance (HD) for log-G component and log-B component. Figure 5 shows the
histogram of the log-R Component of the image shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For evaluating the performance of the algorithms, we used Coil-100 Image database [7]. Our
image database contains 792 images with 11 different classes (A to K). Some of the sample
images which are used as query images are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Sample database of 11 images

Extract the features of query image as well as images in the database by using Global Color
Histogram (GCH), Histogram of Corners (HOC) and Log Histogram (LH). Compare the features
of query image with features of images in the database by using Histogram Distance (HD) so that
top relevant images are retrieved from the database. Performance of the CBIR system is measured
by using Precision and Recall [12], [13].

Figure 8 (a), 8 (b) and 8 (c) shows the results of Global Color Histogram (GCH), Histogram of
Corners (HOC) and Log-Histogram (LH) using Histogram Distance (HD) for the query image
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Query Image (Class ‘ B’)
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Figure 8(a). Results of Global Color Histogram (GCH) (Total No. of relevant images retrieved=56, Nonrelevant images retrieved=16)

Figure 8(b). Results of Histogram of Corners (HOC) (Total No. of relevant images retrieved=40, Nonrelevant images retrieved=32)
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Figure 8(c). Results of Log-Histogram (LH) (Total No. of relevant images retrieved=72, Non- relevant
images retrieved=00)

Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 gives % Precision/Recall for all 11 classes using Global Color
Histogram (GCH), Histogram of Corners (HOC) and Log-Histogram (LH). From each category
randomly five images are chosen as query image and for every query image Precision/Recall
values are computed.
Table 1: Average Precision/Recall for 11 classes (A to K) and 5 queries each using GCH

Table 2: Average Precision/Recall for 11 classes (A to K) and 5 queries each using HOC
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Table 3: Average Precision/Recall for 11 classes (A to K) and 5 queries each using Log-Histogram (LH)

From Table 1, it is clear that average Precision/Recall of Global Color Histogram (GCH) varies from 84.16
to 100%. From Table 2, it is clear that average Precision/Recall of Histogram of Corners (HOC) varies
from 65.27 to 97.77%. From Table 3, it is clear that average Precision/Recall of Log-Histogram (LH)
varies from 80.27 to 100%

Table 4 gives Histogram Bins Comparison of CBIR Techniques based on Global Color
Histogram (GCH), Histogram of Corners (HOC) and Log-Histogram (LH).
Table 4: Histogram Bin Comparison of CBIR Techniques

Technique
GCH
HOC
LH

No. of Bins used for Comparison
251 Bins of 128*128 Image
251 Bins of 16*16 pixel region of corners
10 Bins of each component
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, Rotation Invariant Log Histogram (LH) is proposed to retrieve similar images from
the large image database. The Global Color Histogram (GCH), Histogram of Corners (HOC) and
Log-Histogram (LH) Based CBIR techniques are tested on the image database with 792 images
spread across 11 classes. From experimental results, it is clear that Performance of CBIR is
improved using all the techniques such as Global Color Histogram (GCH), Histogram of Corners
(HOC) and Log-Histogram (LH) considering 60% average Precision/Recall as acceptable norms.
But Complexity of Log-Histogram (LH) is less as compared to Global Color Histogram (GCH)
and Histogram of Corners (HOC). Hence the proposed technique (Log-Histogram) is very
efficient in that it uses histogram of only 10 bins of each component for comparison.
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